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THE TABLET JR.

G

oogle Classroom has quickly become the go-to learning management
system in the K-12 space. We have been working closely with schools,
teachers, and coaches to provide a foundation on which to leverage the features
of Google Classroom and enhance student engagement. Classroom allows
educators to manage and organize learning through seamless integration of
G Suite products like Google Docs, Slides, and Sheets.

GRAMMAR-THON

THE GREAT DIOCESAN
READ-ALOUD

In addition to conducting our own training sessions, we also enlisted Mike
Wojtaszewski of Eduscape to do a deep dive with our DTI coaches. Over the
course of three sessions, coaches explored topics including backwards design,
using Classroom as a management tool, and student agency. One of the more
popular reasons for adopting Classroom is the ability to save a few more trees.
Teachers at Holy Angels, Salve Regina, and St. Francis of Assisi (Queens)
are among those exploring google Classroom with their students this year.
Ms. Jones, a middle school teacher at Salve Regina, hopes to go paperless
and increase independence via Classroom. Overall, Google Classroom
offers a way for teachers to streamline their efforts and focus on authentic
engagement rather than management. Classroom allows teachers to post
assignments and materials, grade and offer feedback, and build a culture
of independence. The days of missing homework excuses are officially over!

UPCOMING DATES
MARCH 28

MARCH 29

APRIL 6

APRIL 22

TABLET JR.

MATH BOWL 2020

CHRIST IS RISEN

EARTH DAY

Topic:
“Forgiveness”

Full Week
of Challenges

The Tablet
Art Contest

Pope Francis:
Laudato Si

JUNE 24

CATHOLIC
SCHOOLS NIGHT
AT MCU PARK
Be on the lookout.
Summer is
approaching quickly!
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WHO NEEDS COACHING?

W

e all do! This year we have seen an
increase in coaches at our schools.
Educate, HMH, Pearson to name a few
are working with you on specific areas in
your class. Many of you have your own
school coach in the building. The DTI
(Diocesan Technology Institute) started
in 2018 as a way to provide instructional
support for integrating technology. All
principals were asked to nominate a
teacher who demonstrated the positive
characteristics of a coach. When DTI
coaches meet, we spend a good amount
of time discussing how to build a positive
relationship with our fellow teachers.

LOYALTY REWARDS

T

he first half of Loyalty Rewards
has ended -- thank you,
diocesan teachers, for integrating
technology into your lesson plans.
Learn360 is offered to all diocesan
academies/schools. For this half,
CTN awarded Gold, Silver, and
Bronze Level rewards to teachers
from 38 different schools. Contact
CTN for login information.

Take the challenge, try these first
two steps and see how coaching can
change your mindset.

This year there were 13 schools
and 29 teachers, with 12 teachers
participating independently. CTN
matched 15 readers to classrooms
including author Maryann McMahon
of St. Joseph Catholic Academy in
Queens.

R

The benefits of reading aloud
have been well documented.
Often considered the single most
important activity, reading aloud
increases phonemic awareness,
strengthens comprehension, and
builds classroom culture. “Reading
aloud to kids has clear cognitive

We need coaching because we are
always learning and striving to do
our best. Does Tom Brady need a
coach? If he is being coached does it
mean he isn’t good enough or that he
needs help? NO. He is a professional
who has won several Super Bowls.
Yet, he is still being coached. Why?
Because he is always working to do
his best and learn. We should always
strive to improve.

Coaching is a collaboration.
The coach is there to brainstorm
ideas, introduce resources, offer
support and guidance, sometimes
just offer a smile and piece of
chocolate. So how do we build
this kind of relationship? The first
step is knowing who the coaches
are in your building. Do you know
who your DTI Coach is and how
to schedule a coaching session?
Once you set up a session, prepare
yourself with some questions you

THE GREAT DIOCESAN
READ-ALOUD
eading is an essential part of
life, and reading aloud is a great
way to foster a love of learning in
the lives of children. In March, we
celebrated Literacy Month with the
Great Diocesan Read-Aloud by
inviting members of the community,
parents, and authors to be part of
the effort to make lifelong readers.

have about coaching in general, and
then about the specific area in which
you are being coached.

benefits. For example, brain scans
show that hearing stories strengthens
the part of the brain associated with
visual imagery, story comprehension,
and word meaning.” - PBS KIDS
As
an
educational
technology
organization, we also took the
opportunity to promote technology
integration in our diocesan classrooms.
During the Read-Aloud guest readers
read to students via Skype, a popular
virtual conferencing platform.

From Reading Eggs :
Seven Benefits of
Reading Aloud to Kids
• Develops stronger vocabulary
• Builds connections between
the spoken and written word
• Provides enjoyment
• Increases attention span
• Strengthens cognition
• Provides a safe way of
exploring strong emotions
• Promotes bonding
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A

ttention all teachers, we have a
new resource for classes. Tablet
Jr. is a faith-filled paper for children by
children. Each issue contains student
articles and artworks, diocesan
history, puzzles, and more. It is a
monthly publication designed to be
used in school with your classes. Each
month CTN creates an Instructional
Resource Guide for classroom use.
The additional resources can be
found on ctnbq.org/tabletjr.

Tablet Jr. Teacher's Resources

PREPARING FOR
ONLINE STATE EXAMS

S

tate tests are already around the
corner and that means it is test prep
season. We know that test prep is not
always fun and engaging so we have
compiled ways to prepare for tests that
simultaneously employ tech integration.
Whether you share resources on
Google Classroom or create stations
to support student-directed learning,

GRAMMAR-THON

#ctnbrooklyn
MONTHLY THEMES AND SCHOOLS FOR THE TABLET JR.
MARCH
St. Adalbert Catholic Academy

Forgiveness

3/28/2020

APRIL
Our Lady of Mercy Catholic Academy

Caring for God’s
Creation

4/25/2020

MAY
St. Nicholas of Tolentine
Catholic Academy

Family/Community

5/30/2020

Ceanne and Rachel of St. Elizabeth CA, see
their published questions

Tablet Youth Reporter, Melissa Enaje, visits
student journalists

these resources will make test prep more
engaging for everyone.
Visit ctnbq.org/state-testing/ to access
resources and strategies you can use to
engage students to get ready for state
exams. In this resource, you will find:
• Subject-specific resources and
general strategies for teachers
• Ways to reduce student anxiety
and enhance performance on exams
• Interactive resources for students
• Learn360 & Mathletics resources

T

hank you to all who participated in
our third annual Grammar-thon!

Grammar-thon 2020 is the largest to
date. Over 20 schools and 80 classes
participated. This event gives students
a fun way to review some grammar
and ELA skills a few weeks before the
ELA test. First time in Grammar/Thon
history we have a tie:

OVER-ALL WINNERS:
Grade 1: Divine Mercy
Grade 6: St. Francis DeSales
TOP CLASSES:
Kin: Divine Mercy
Grade 2: Divine Mercy
Grade 3: Notre Dame
Grade 4: Notre Dame
Grade 5: St. Francis DeSales

Look for some pictures of the celebrations in our Spring Newsletter!
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NEW IN
MATHLETICS

Holly modeling station rotation
at St. Joan of Arc CA

on the admin console where she was
able to show me some of the ins and
outs of the program. We also worked
on creating a tailored course to help
differentiate the work I give to my
students and still keep them within
their grade level classes.” Attention
was given to the Resource Hub, which
has been an underutilized feature on
the site. According to Sue Jo, “not
many of the teachers have been
exposed to this invaluable resource
within Mathletics.” The open dialogue
continued outside of the class lesson,
“I had also given her some suggestions
on how to make Mathletics better
from the teacher’s aspect.”

range of teacher knowledge of station
rotation and Mathletics. Every session
was customized to meet the needs of
the teacher, students, and environment.”

You may not be on Holly’s itinerary
when she returns in March, but you
can access the short, focused ‘how
to’ videos in your teacher dashboard.
Or you can reach out to one of CTN’s
Instructional Media Specialists for
help in meeting instructional goals
with technology. In the meantime,
we will wait to learn if Sue Jo’s
suggestions become the next
adaptations in Mathletics.

M

athletics has been a core service
of CTN for the last nine years.
From the beginning, a key aspect of
the resource has been its logarithm
which adapts to students’ responses.
Features have adapted as well;
the new problem-solving resource
enables students to show their work
with an option to explain via an audio
file. Students can post questions to
their teacher via audio as well.
Beginning this year, CTN initiated
a
Deeper
Dive
Professional
Development opportunity designed
to assist teachers in experiencing
ways to use Mathletics that meet
all the expectations of a welldesigned
lesson.
Instructional
Coach, Holly Quaratella has made
her first round of visits, modeling
small group and personal learning
scenarios. She stated, “It has been
a very interesting week with a wide

LENTEN RESOURCES

L

ent is one of the oldest observations
in the Catholic Faith. The seasons
of the Church remind us of our
Catholic values and identity. As
Catholic Educators, we are given the
opportunity during each season to
reinforce those Catholic values in our
school community and to teach the
students those traditional beliefs,
morals, and social doctrines of the
Church. Like other seasons and holy
days, Lent has changed over the
years, but its purpose has always
been the same: self- examination
and penitence, demonstrated by selfdenial, in preparation for Easter.
Prayer, fasting, and almsgiving are

Sue Jo Feeley, DTI Coach at Our Lady
of Mercy CA, shared her thoughts on
Holly’s visit. “Holly was not only extremely
knowledgeable and professional...
she was such a breath of fresh air of
calmness and positivity. (We) worked
three traditional practices. During
Lent, the faithful are encouraged to
offer more prayers, abstain from meat
on Fridays and undertake a special fast
on Ash Wednesday and Good Friday.
Our Lenten fast, however, does not only
entail a denial of food. It also means a
conscious decision to give up something
you would love to have or do. In some
cases, this means going the extra mile for
the other person -- doing something you
wouldn’t ordinarily do, or committing to
stopping a sin you have been struggling
with. Think about what you want to give
up, or other resolutions for Lent -- be
very specific, reasonable, and concrete.
Don’t over-aim what you can do.
For resources to help you and your
school community make an inner
journey of faith visit the CTN video
streaming service Learn360. Our

resources will help your class discover
the sacredness of the Lenten season
and help them understand the
joy that comes at Easter with the
celebration of Jesus’s resurrection.
Remember, Lent and Easter seasons
are the perfect times for students to
learn more about their Catholic Faith.
Email ctn@desalesmedia.org to get
your Learn360 login and take your
class on their journey of faith this Lent.

CTN has served students of the Diocese both educationally and spiritually since 1966 — Offering quality instructional media resources aligned to the state standards.
Professional Development for teachers, and 4G Broadband to assist students all at no cost to the schools. Take advantage of these services and contact a specialist NOW!

CTN is a service of DeSales Media Group, Inc., which serves the Diocese of Brooklyn.

